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obility is not a new issue for educators to consider, but the faces of the highly mobile have
been changing. The focus of early educational
research was the upwardly mobile student. From the
1880’s through the 1950’s, mobility was often seen as
the result of a job promotion. However, since the 1970’s,
there has been a shifting focus with downwardly mobile
populations receiving greater attention. Poverty factors
and increases in the number of children in low-income
families have changed the
context for looking at mobility and education.1 Other factors that can influence multiple moves for children include corporate downsizing,
sporadic employment opportunities, and changes in family structures and support.
What is a school to do? A little planning can go a
long way to ensure that students who arrive or depart
during the school year feel welcomed, accepted, and able
to benefit from the educational experience. This information brief is intended to offer suggestions for division, school, and classroom level support to students
moving frequently.
Reflect on your response to the following
question before proceeding:

If you only had
a day, a week,
or a month
to work with a child: What
would you want to leave with
him or her?
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Whether the responders are teachers, administrators, or service providers working with children living
in poverty, the basic answer consistently remains: “We
want the child to feel safe and secure, valued, welcomed,
and connected to the community. Achievement is important, but we know that we must meet some basic
needs first.”
“Highly mobile” is used to describe students who
make six or more moves during their K-12 education
that are not regular transitions (e.g., elementary to
middle).2 For students in third grade, this would translate into two or more moves during their education todate. Such students may include the children of migrant
workers, military personnel, corporate executives, immigrants, families experiencing domestic violence or
homelessness, and other unstable work/home situations
related to high poverty. As achievement and high standards are tied to school accountability, the challenge of
serving highly mobile students has gained greater attention. While specific needs of each child will vary, there
are some factors that should be considered for all highly
mobile students - upwardly and downwardly mobile.
Consider the following statistics:
 According to the 2013 census report, 10-14 percent
of school-aged children changed residence from the
previous year and nearly 9 million children changed
their place of residence from 2012 to 2013.3
 Poor families move 24% to 77% more often than
non-poor families.3
 Students who change schools the most frequently
(four or more times) represent about 13 percent of
all kindergarten through eighth grade students.4
 Students who change schools four or more times are
disproportionately poor, African American, and
from families that do not own their homes or
have a father present in the household.4
 Mobility can harm students' nutrition and health,
increase grade retention, and lower academic
achievement.5

As well as academic achievement, school should be
a place of safety, friendships, and support. Communicating this message to students (and parents) is an important part of the planning that goes into the opening
of school every year. It is communicated through the
rites, rituals and everyday procedures of the learning
community.5 Teachers, principals, and central office personnel spend significant amounts of time learning about
each other and their students and working to establish
smooth operations. Doing so early in the school year
sets the tone for the remainder of the year. For highly
mobile families and their children, the challenge is to
provide “beginning of school information” quickly and
clearly whenever there is a new arrival. How can you
initiate relationships and communicate your division’s,
school’s, or classroom’s culture throughout the year?

Student Needs

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Need
Self-Actualization

Self-Esteem

Belonging-Love

Safety

The first step in initiating relationships is to identify the needs of students. One framework for looking at
student needs is Maslow’s Hierarchy of Need5 illustrated
in the diagram at right. Maslow theorized that needs at
the lower levels of the pyramid must be met before the
potential exists for fulfilling needs at higher levels. Physiological needs of students may include food, shelter, 1. Establish procedures that ensure transmittal of
clothing, and medical attention. Social/emotional needs
school records in a timely fashion. Delays in
include safety, security, and belonging.
the receipt of school records lead to delays in enrollment and loss of instructional time. Use technology
Mobile students may require assistance acquiring
to relay information quickly.
former school records, supplies, and access to transportation. To keep pace with the other students in the class, 2. Create a parent booklet with transfer suggestions.
they may need additional instruction or remedial help.
Providing parents with information regarding appropriate withdrawal and enrollment procedures can
Meeting the needs of highly mobile students is a
shorten delays when moves occur. Checklists of
challenge, but making a plan will help to ease the tranimportant steps to complete at the old and new school
sition for the instructors and all students. Considering
can keep parents on track. The National Center for
Maslow’s hierarchy may provide a useful framework
Homeless Education (NCHE) has developed a “Parfor identifying the specific needs of your students. While
ent Pack” folder for maintaining important school
not all may be feasible, school divisions, schools, and
records that includes checklists of items that should
classrooms may wish to consider the following suggesbe included (see page 8 for NCHE contact infortions.
mation).

Physiological

3. Allocate additional resources. Needy students can
achieve with the increased academic support provided by smaller class sizes and additional teachers, free summer school to students not on grade
School boards and central office personnel can play
level, and community homework centers.
an important role in supporting highly mobile students
and, in some instances, reducing the incidence of mobil- 4. Provide guidance to parents about the effects of
school transfers. Develop brochures and public serity in their division. Examples of actions divisions are
7&8
vice announcements to alert parents to the academic
currently employing include:

School Division Support
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challenges children face when multiple school transfers occur. An example is Chicago’s Staying Put
Campaign7 that encourages greater stability for students. Procedures to reconcile disputes that lead to
school transfers within the district also may be reviewed or developed.8

ents a few weeks after enrolling can open the door
to clarify questions that often arise after the student
has begun attending school. Some parents may be
reluctant to contact the school with questions, so
making contact from the school is a good way of
removing those barriers.

5. Become involved with interagency efforts to pro- 4. Create an orientation video for your school. Develop
a video for new parents and students to preview
vide families with resources needed to reduce mowhen they enroll. Taking a virtual tour of the buildbility, when possible. Student mobility may be symping, reviewing important policies, and introducing
tomatic of larger problems. Affordable housing, lofamilies to the faculty, staff, and student body can
cal jobs, and accessible transportation can be critibe an entertaining way to welcome newcomers. Stucal factors that affect mobility. Schools can edudents could participate in the video production, incate policy makers and other community leaders
corporating language arts and technology standards
about the impact of student mobility so that it bein the process. Consider filming in multiple lancomes a consideration in the allocation of resources
guages if many of your families are non-English
and planning.
speaking. Have a comfortable location in the school
6. Review and amend local policy, as needed. Enrollfor the video to be viewed and consider providing a
ment policies may appear fair and reasonable. Howcopy that could be viewed at home.
ever, such policies may create barriers that prevent
some highly mobile students from enrolling in a 5. Develop brief student assessments. Teachers may
work in teams to identify and/or develop assesstimely fashion. (Federal legislation for homeless stument measures that align with the curriculum at each
dents requires that all districts review and amend
grade level. In addition to providing a quick assesspolicies that create barriers for this population.) Alment for new students, the measures may be useful
lowing a student to remain in the school of origin
as pre-assessment tools for all students.
following a move can provide valuable academic
stability. (This option is legislated for homeless stu- 6. Create and train student volunteer coaches to orient
dents. See Project HOPE-Virginia resources for
new students. Such volunteers can be helpful in
more information on the McKinney-Vento Act.)
building community and can develop a buddy system at the classroom or school level.
7.

Conduct school-wide acquaintanceship activities
and contests. Principals and counselors may have
“New Kids on the Block” lunches as an optional
activity for new students. Have information booths
at lunch staffed by students to explain extracurricular activities. Have a “welcome party” for new students and a “good-bye party” for those who are leaving.

8.
1. Prepare in advance for incoming and departing transfers. By establishing routines that have been communicated to faculty and staff, transfers can become
less disruptive. Involve faculty and staff in developing or revising procedures, and provide opportu9.
nities for training.

Consider options for high school students that enroll late in the year, such as allowing them to enroll
without credit and retaking the course next semester, or assigning an independent study for students
who arrive very late in the year.

Feeling connected starts
new children in the right
direction.

School Support

2. Have counselors meet with parents & student when
registering. The personal contact provides a welcome to the family and an opportunity to start identifying needs through an informal conversation.
3.

Arrange a parent follow-up with a counselor 2-3
weeks after enrollment. A positive contact with par-
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Consider an incentive system to ensure textbooks
are returned. When families have to move unexpectedly, returning school supplies is not usually a top
priority. Offering items that are donated by businesses (e.g., coupons for restaurants or goods) in
exchange for returned texts is a positive approach
to alleviating the conflicts that arise from records
being held or other punishments.
3

Classroom Support
Teachers will have the most direct contact with
highly mobile students and may find their instruction
for all students changed by the effects of transitions in
the classroom. This section is divided to address preparation before the student arrives, activities to use when
the student enters class, and suggestions for bringing
closure to departures.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
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Copies of general letters to parents
Class schedule and special classes (art,
music, library, P. E.)
 Activity ideas for home
b) Things for the child to use at school
 Quick interest survey for the older child to
complete
 Primary level – “All About Me” drawing
paper
 Get acquainted form or project
 Classroom and school rules
 Classroom procedures
c) Checklist for teacher management
 Update locker assignment chart
 Update seating chart form
 Update class list
 Update lunch list

10. Have “reserve” snacks for any students who forget
or can’t afford them.
11. Have class schedule visible so students will know
what is going to happen next.
12. Develop short assessments for reading, writing, and
Before the Student Arrives:
mathematics in case records are delayed (e.g., curriculum-based tasks, reading inventories, current
Maintain a short written list of classroom rules
unit pretests).8
and procedures.
13. Make extra copies of materials for review when new
Keep routines simple and relaxed.
students arrive without prior notice.
Reserve an area in the room for children to display
14. Create learning packets of background information
artwork.
and activities for “catch up” if students arrive midHave a “home base” (e.g., rug or person) for a child
unit.
to reconnect with something familiar if he/she
15. Have a supply of mentors (older students, faculty,
feels overwhelmed.
support staff, parents, etc.).
Provide textbooks and trade books on tape.
Maintain homework/school supply kits. School or
community organizations can collect items and preWhen the Student Enters Class:
pare kits as service-learning projects.
Have a “welcome gift” – school pencil, writing paProviding a warm, welcoming, and safe commuper, trade book, etc.
nity is very important for all children, but it is espeMake a “New Student Box.” Include:
cially critical for new members to the school and classa) Name tags
b) Precut contact paper or roll of tape to affix room to feel safe and welcome the moment they arrive
at the school doors. Feeling connected starts new chilnames to desk or locker
dren in the right direction, establishing their place in the
c) Marking pens – to label possessions
d) Extra labels for classroom charts (job charts, classroom.
student of week projects, birthday charts, readTaking the time to play welcome games or similar
ing club, etc.)
inclusion activities can make the transition into the classPrepare “New Student Files.” Include:
room more comfortable for the new student and the whole
a) Things to go home to parents
class. When students feel they belong, they have some
 Classroom and school rules
ownership in their new room. New students must learn
 Supply list
how the class operates and get a feel for the expecta Extra sets of supplies for those who can’t tions and routines. Current students should be given the
opportunity to build new relationships and recognize
afford them
Project HOPE-Virginia

how classroom dynamics shift when a new person is
included. This connection facilitates learning and the
resumption of routines. Here are some suggestions to
integrate the student into class and ease the transition
for all.
1.

Give a personal welcome to new students, introduce the student to the class, and make time to chat
with them.
2. Introduce the student to others who arrived late
and are succeeding.
3. Assign a buddy for recess, lunch, etc.
4. Arrange for an orientation during lunch or after
school.
5. Use a “warm up” song to begin the day.
6. Have a daily “chat time” when students arrive to
allow them to process their day.
7. Nurture social skills with structured activities.
8. Use a play telephone/play microphone to “tell” a
friend how their day is going.
9. Give new students an opportunity to talk about themselves (e.g., interviews, story writing).
10. Provide activities that develop problem-solving
abilities.
11. Use a digital camera to take an individual picture
on the child’s first day and a picture of the
child with the class.
12. Review their previous academic records.
13. Start a journal to send home if behavior problems
arise (especially if there is no phone).
14. Start a file for students to take when they leave.
(See next section for details.)
15. Use tutors/volunteers/mentors to provide one-on-one
support. Even if remediation is not needed, this can
provide a personal connection with someone else.
16. Closely monitor the educational progress of students
with three or more previous school moves.

schools can introduce activities that can support the students who are left behind and the student who has moved.
Providing a formal goodbye, whether before or after the
child leaves, allows the class to make a smooth transition and provides closure to the relationship they have
formed. When a classmate disappears and is not discussed, students may create their own stories about why
the child left. Dialogue may help students deal with the
loss of a classmate and prepare them to welcome a new
one. Children need to know that it is acceptable to have
feelings and develop appropriate ways to express them.
Such dialogue also supports students in reclaiming classroom safety and community after the departure of a difficult student. Letting go may allow for easier welcoming in the future.

1. Have classmates write letters to their departing peer.
2. Maintain a departure file with sample work that the
student can take to the new school.
3. Have classmates prepare letters for the student who
has left. They can be kept in the office file until
records are requested if the move is unexpected or a
forwarding address is not known when the child
leaves.
4. Prepare a “Goodbye Book.” It can be as simple as
paper stapled or tied together or as elaborate as lamiSaying goodbye and letting
nated and spiral bound. Students may be given time
to autograph the book and brainstorm with the dego are as important as
parting student about special memories. Younger
welcoming a new student.
students can draw pictures with language experience sentences. Decorate with a digital picture.
5. Send the student departure file with the student (or
place in office file as listed in #3). Consider includWhen the Student Departs:
ing:
 Exemplary work (laminate, if possible)
Supporting students in letting go and saying goodbye
 Journal recalling events from classmates
is as important as providing welcoming activities, yet it
is a step that is often neglected. Instead of simply mak(“Goodbye Book”)
ing an announcement when a child leaves, teachers and
Information Brief No. 4 Revised Spring 2014
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11. Organize a variety of non-threatening events to enIndividual and class photos
courage communication with parents and schoolSelf-addressed stamped envelopes to your
community participation (e.g., potluck meals, ice
school & class and stationery for the departing
cream social, bowling).
student to write back
 A letter from the teacher introducing the stu- 12. Create a Parents’ Place in the school – a room with
videos, information on health care, babysitters,
dent to his/her new teacher
school activities, child rearing and coping strate Trade books the student has read
gies, a telephone. Provide staff to discuss concerns.
 A note listing the similarities shared by schools
13.
Develop a parent booklet encouraging families to
to lessen anxiety of the unknown
limit transfers, when possible, and including tips for
6. Offer a Parent Departure folder to maintain records
easing transitions when transfers must occur.
needed for future enrollments. (National Center for
Homeless Education has created one that could be
a model.)
7. Use technology to keep in touch. Explore e-mail
correspondence with the new class. Another option
may be to provide the departing student with a phone
card to call you once the family is settled.

Ideas to Assist Parents
These activities can be coordinated through a parent-teacher group or staff members and organizations
that foster parent involvement. Such activities are ways
to encourage all segments of the community to be involved with the school, not just new families. It is important to remember when planning activities that transportation, entrance fees, or the cost of supplies may be
an obstacle to some families.
1. Invite parents to visit the school for a getting acquainted time conference.
2. Provide newsletters or other communication (school
and class level).
3. Send home good news notes for positive behavior.
4. Sponsor PTO/PTA school nights. Provide opportunities for parent, child, and staff to interact.
5. Share information on transportation to school events
(e.g., resources, funds, local organizations that provide support).
6. Hold parent-teacher conferences at neighborhood
centers.
7. Make home visits with welcome information about
the neighborhood.
8. Encourage parents to volunteer for events. Provide
specific dates and times. Coordinate resources
(e.g., transportation, supplies).
9. Sponsor a Laundry Night at a local Laundromat.
Provide quarters, pizza, and transportation, if
needed.
10. Sponsor a health night where eye/ear exams and
immunizations are given.
6

Activities to Help Build
Togetherness in the
Classroom
While the following stress/challenge activities are used
by elementary grade teachers, they may be adapted for
use by older students, especially if integrated with academic content. They are arranged in alphabetical order
with a brief description of each activity.
1. Balloon Frantic – Inflate 5-10 balloons. The object is to keep all of the balloons off the floor for as
long as possible. A timer is started and everybody
keeps the balloons in the air (not by holding onto
Project HOPE-Virginia

them, only by lightly tapping or hitting them in the 4. Hands – Everyone traces their own two hands on a
large sheet of paper. They then write or draw picair). Every few seconds, a balloon is added. If a
tures that describe how they want to be treated, and
balloon hits the ground, the timer yells “1.” If anhow they want to treat each other. Then, give each
other hits the ground, or if that one stays on the
person a chance to read their words.
ground for more than 5 seconds, the timer yells “2.”
When the number “6” is yelled, the time is stopped. 5. High 5’s – Have partners come up with unique
Give the group a chance to come up with strategies
“High 5” sequences. Show them to the group. See
to beat their time. Beach balls or other soft, big balls
if they can imitate them.
could also be used.
6. Moon Ball – The group tries to keep a beach ball in
2. Create a Game – Each group sits in a small circle
the air for as many consecutive hits in a row as they
with designated equipment such as a ball, a rope, a
can without having the ball touch the ground. When
hula-hoop, and three small beanbags. Add anything
a person hits the ball, they cannot hit it again
else you would like. Each team is sent to a separate
until someone else hits it first. You can set a group
area of the gym and creates a game or activity with
goal. You can also require that no one can hit it
the equipment. After practicing the game, each team
again until everyone has hit it as least once.
shows its activity to the whole class.
7. New Kids Club - When new children enroll in
3. Find a Partner – Consider the following as a good
school, welcome them in a short-term New Kids
way to find a new partner: Each person in the group
Club. The club is a voluntary opportunity for new
has a partner, and the group is standing in a circle,
students to bring a classroom friend/buddy with them
each pair is in a “High 5” hand touching position.
to lunch bunches. At the lunch bunch, the partners
The teacher says, “ 1, 2, 3, Freeze!” The players
eat together with other new students and a staff
must find a new partner and be in the “High 5”
member and play get-to-know-you games. Varying
position. This can also be done as a fun elimination
the staff member will help the students become faactivity by having the rule that if anyone does not
miliar with the adults in the school. It can be done
have a new partner or is not in circle. The game
across grade levels or one grade level at a time, decontinues until all but two are eliminated. You could
pending on the size of the club. Students may atsay that those who were eliminated can rejoin after
tend for one to two weeks and are then encouraged
doing something special, like 5 jumping jacks, etc.
to join other classmates.

Adapted from
Staff Tip Book for Supporting Mobile Students prepared by Emerson Elementary School Staff, Madison, Wisconsin.
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Statistics on Mobility
10-14% of school-aged children changed
residence from the previous year.3
Nearly 9 million children changed their
place of residence from 2012 to 2013.3
Poor families move 24% to 77% more
often than non-poor families.3
Students who change schools the most
frequently (four or more times) represent
about 13 percent of all kindergarten
through eighth grade students.4
Students who change schools four or more
times are disproportionately poor, African
American, and from families that do not
own their homes or have a father present
in the household.4
Mobility can harm students' nutrition and
health, increase grade retention, and
lower academic achievement.5
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Blog Teaching Ideas. 10 Helpful Tips for Writing Student Reports. 0. 2.Â When meeting with parents, have an open conversation about
how their child is performing in class and what support you are already providing, with suggestions for the future. Create a partnership
with the parents and provide them with suggested activities to support the child at home. Continue an open dialogue with the parents
about the progress of their child. Parents greatly appreciate being informed about their child personally from their teacher, instead of
waiting for a report card to read about it. Tips for Supporting Students. Keep safety in mind. As you interact with a distressed student,
maintain a safe distance.Â Students having difficulty can receive academic help/tutoring in a variety of subject areas. 5. Disability
Concerns: A student claims to have a disability that requires me to make a special accommodation. What should I do? Ask the student if
they have registered with the Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD). If so, remind the student that they cannot receive
accommodations unless requested and the faculty member has received notification directly from OSD. 6. Iâ€™m not sure when I
should refer a student for help. If you need help deciding whether or not it is appropriate to make a referra

